
Interpreting a Bar Graph
How much rain and snow does your area receive in a year? Average yearly precipitation

varies widely throughout the United States, with extremes ranging from a low of less

than 2 inches a year in Death Valley, California, to as much as 151.25 inches a year in

Yakutat, Alaska. The figures for average yearly precipitation don’t reveal how much rain

or snow falls in a given month, but they can provide a general indication of a place’s

suitability for agriculture or other activities.

THE LANGUAGE OF GRAPHS A bar graph is a visual way of showing quantities.

On a bar graph, it is easy to see how different examples in a category compare; the

longer the bar, the greater the quantity. Depending on the subject, the quantities are

expressed using measurements such as inches, dollars, or tons. The categories vary

from graph to graph. Time periods and places are common categories. Below, a bar

graph shows annual precipitation for several European cities.
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SOURCE: World Climate, online

1. Analyzing Data
Which cities on this graph have the

lowest and highest amounts of

annual precipitation?

2. Drawing Conclusions
To which city would you move if

your doctor advised you to live in 

a dry climate?

3. Analyzing Data
What is the average annual 

precipitation for these eight cities?

Average Annual Precipitation in Europe

The vertical axis tells

you that on this

graph, the precipita-

tion is expressed in

inches.

The horizontal axis

tells you that the 

category is selected

cities of Europe.

A quick glance at

this bar graph tells

you which cities 

have high and low

amounts of precipita-

tion. By examining

the bars more care-

fully and measuring

their heights against

the horizontal lines,

you can estimate

actual amounts of

precipitation.
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